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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
State of Retail Labor
While seamless retail store execution depends on store planning and
the ability to offer great products and shopping experience; employee
engagement and optimum labor hour utilization is arguably the most critical
strategic element in stores’ arsenal for driving consistent execution, sales
uplift and customer satisfaction. However, 6 in 10 retailers are moderately
or slightly satisfied with their current labor hour models. The primary
reason why companies need to re-invent labor models in the store is due
to the steady rise in the Omni-channel and digital (online, mobile etc.)
transactions in the store.

6 in 10 retailers are
moderately or slightly
satisfied with their
current labor hour
models
Source: EKN Next Gen Retail Employee
Engagement & Empowerment Survey, 2015

The US Retail industry directly employs 4.6 million salespersons, 2.8 million cashiers and 1.4 million stock
clerks and order fillers in stores1. Additionally, brand manufacturers, wholesale distributors and other
industry segments such as third party service providers2 hire and operate an additional 4 million (approx.)
B2B salespersons or representatives (also known as reps) who act as order takers, stock experts, brand
ambassadors, and merchandisers3. This additional workforce lends assistance to retailers to improve store
execution via both “selling” and “non-selling” activities (merchandising, inventory management, pricing etc.).
8 out of 10 retailers state that vendor or brand representatives visit their stores at least once a month.
Several mega trends in the retail industry are posing some hard questions for retailers, brands and other
partners. For instance, how will retailers, brands and third party service providers adapt their respective
store labor strategies for Omni-channel growth needs, complex, diverse and growing assortments, declining
gross margin due to price competition, shortage of talent and wage rate pressures?
In an expanding retail economy, the combined labor power of retailers, brands and third party service
providers is undeniably valuable to all three entities as well as to end consumers. However, the labor, sales
and other operational\inventory inter-dependencies between retailers, brands and third party companies
is also fraught with several speed bumps. The leading challenges are related to misalignment of store goals
(i.e. time spent on selling activities vs. non-selling operational tasks); increased sales; monitoring and visibility
of store task execution; labor cost reduction,and a growing number of store tasks; customer perception of
depleted employee availability and knowledge, among others.

In-store Labor Hour Distribution
Support & maintenance

Inventory management

Customer sales and service

Back room functions

Administrative tasks

Merchandising projects

Other operational tasks

Those who are satisfied with current
labor hour models
Those who are not satisfied with current
labor hour models

13%

30%

26%

13%

7% 5%

7% 4%

9%

12%

25%

38%

8%

3%

Source: EKN Next Gen Retail Employee Engagement & Empowerment Survey, 2015

Bureau of Labor Statistics, May 2014
Third party providers are the companies are hired by brands to send sales representatives to stores for managing varied operational
(merchandising etc.) and sales/customer service-related tasks).
3
Bureau of Labor Statistics 2012-2020 study
1
2
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In addition to the aforementioned challenges, labor in retail stores is fast
becoming a shared effort between retailers, brands and third-party service
providers. This shared effort however is neither deeply collaborative
nor integrated in nature. Even though the retailer manages store labor
utilization in large part, it needs to be supported by brands and partners. In
recent times, labor activity from brand representatives has grown beyond
managing product demo/displays and planograms in brick-and-mortar
stores. These representatives are now being relied upon by retailers for tasks
such as employee training (54%), sales (42%) and customer service (42%).
In fact, consumer electronics and home improvement retailers are using
brand representatives and third party companies 2X and 1.5X higher than
other retailers when it comes to employee training and sales. Our analysis
shows that 70% of the employee time (store or field workforce) is spent on
merchandising and operational tasks and 30% on sales and customer service.

Consumer electronics and
home improvement retailers
use brand representatives
and third party companies 2X
and 1.5X higher than other
retailers for tasks relate to
employee training and sales

What if this labor hour utilization was converted to a 50-50 balance between operational and customer
service tasks? Can retailers and their brand partners work towards creating such a balance and attain better
sales, employee engagement and customer connection as a result? These are issues we will analyze in this
report.

In this report, you will learn more about:

How Omni-channel retail is changing the store labor model

The changing roles of different stakeholders within the in-store execution ecosystem: employees,
retailer, brand and third party service providers

Aspects of the store that need a collaborative labor model

Opportunities to increase focus on dynamic customer service, sales and guided selling

Technology enablers that can aid in-store associate empowerment and attaining a balanced
sales and operations approach to labor utilization
Labor and store execution related insights from consumer electronics and home improvement
segments of retail
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Survey Demographics

SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS
(Figures are percentage of total respondents)

Annual revenue

Retail format

12%

12%

32%
14%

15%

39%

12%

20%
31%

23%

Specialty

Third party merchandising
& Brand Manufacturer

< $100 million

$100 million to
$500 million

General Merchandise
& Grocery

Apparel & Accessories

$500 million to
$1 billion

$1 billion - $5 billion

$ 5 billion +

Other

Job role

Job function
4% 1%

18%

2%

10%

23%

43%
11%

17%

21%
14%

22%
14%

CXO
SVP/EVP/vp
Diretor
Manager

Merchandising

IT/Technology

Stores

Field Operations

Marketing

Corporate group

Supply Chain

eCommerce/Omni-channel

Other
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Mega Trends Re-Shaping Labor Management In The Store

MEGA TRENDS RE-SHAPING LABOR MANAGEMENT IN THE
STORE
One
Retail

Omni-Channel Growth Needs: Omni-channel has changed the way
retailers operate, strategize and execute. While, inventory, allocation and
customer engagement form the most important elements of retailers’
Omni-channel strategy, labor engagement and management is a critical
component of optimizing Omni-channel store execution.
•

According to EKN’s 2014 2nd Annual Future of Stores study, 6 in 10
retailers will increase online orders fulfilled from stores by 2016. This
will mean that retailers will have to allocate more labor hours, training
and space for in-store fulfillment of online orders. At the same time, 1
in 2 retailers are planning to add new SKUs per store by 2016 and more

Labor engagement and
management is the missing,
yet arguably one of the most
important links in solving
inconsistencies in Omnichannel store execution

than 4 in 10 are planning to increase store assortments4. This will change current labor models,
assortment sets, lead to volume expansion and add range complexity. It will also put pressure on store
employees to spend time on additional non-selling tasks such as breaking down freight, setting new
planograms or stocking shelves. There is a sizeable risk that these tasks will be done at the expense of
at least some sales and customer service.
As retailers scramble to optimize their Omni-channel processes, they will have to rethink and redesign their
labor management processes in stores, warehouses and in distribution centers (DCs). Use cases such as buy
online and pick-up in store (BOPIS), direct to store deliveries and fulfill from store are driving greater need
for collaborative labor planning and allocation between retailers, brands and third party service providers.
For instance, Home Depot, Target, Sears and others use both inside and outside sales representatives from
brands and third parties for a wide variety of customer-facing home delivery and installation tasks. The
store, contact center and online teams are aware and trained to inform customers that a contracted third
party representative will set up the appointments and deliver the product or service so as to avoid confusion
for the customers.
Shortage of Talent: Over the years, EKN has found one consistent pain point for retailers across all business
functions and that is the lack of skilled labor and talent. This survey reveals that the lack of skilled employees
and lack of adequate knowledge about products and services are among the five leading challenges in
managing employees in the store. Moreover, lack of skilled resources is the biggest technology challenge5 for
1 in 2 retailers, and lack of in-store associate training is one of the biggest Omni-channel execution challenges6
for a third of retailers. This clearly is a major problem in a sector that relies heavily on its employees for
successful seasonal and non-seasonal store execution, sales uplift and customer satisfaction.

EKN 2nd Annual Future of Stores study, 2014
EKN Future of Retail IT survey, 2015
6
EKN-Symphony Teleca Omni-channel Customer Profitability study, 2014
4
5
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Mega Trends Re-Shaping Labor Management In The Store

In order to succeed in the current economic climate, retailers
need talented employees to help them gain competitive
advantage. This is an area where retailers feel constrained
as training is considered non-productive time in most stores.
However, top performing retailers partner with brands and
third party providers to alleviate some of this pain. For instance,
93% of consumer electronics and home improvement retailers
indicate that they leverage brand and third party partners to
assist in training store associates so that they can impart product
information and benefit attributes to their customers.

93

%

of consumer electronics
and home improvement
retailers indicate that their
brand and third party
partners assist them in
training store associates

Source: EKN Next Gen Retail Employee Engagement
& Empowerment Survey, 2015

Rising Wage Rates: Tightening up of the labor market and new minimum-wage floors coming into effect
are putting pressure on retailers to hike pay. The average prevailing wage rate of store employees is $14.65/
hour for those who are working an average of 30 hours/week. When benefits related costs are included, the
wage rate is $17.91 (2014 BLS data).
Recently, Wal-Mart Stores Inc. announced it would increase hourly wages for about 500,000 workers to
$9 in April. TJX Companies Inc. and Target also announced to pay most employees at least $9 an hour7.
This scenario is yet another reminder for retail companies to explore deeper shared task allocation and
collaborative labor utilization with brand partners and third parties. This means that retailers, brands and
third party service providers will need to offset the added labor expense with greater productive labor
utilization in terms of adding incremental sales, customer loyalty, and service levels in the store.

C

ASE STUDY:

Store employees have always played a critical role as informal ambassadors for GameStop. The retailer
deployed a cloud-based solution designed to amplify the voice of employees online while taking into account
the unique nature of content management at GameStop. Leveraging VoiceStorm technology, GameStop
is able to unite with interested employees to drive awareness, reach and engagement in an easy-to-use,
brand-safe environment. Moving forward, it will now rely upon the VoiceStorm platform to facilitate every
aspect of this process – helping to identify, recruit and engage advocates and providing them with the tools
to share GameStop approved content via web and mobile devices.
7

Wal-Mart, TJX, Target Raise Wages: What’s Behind The Pay Hikes In Retail?, ibtimes.com, Mar 23, 2015
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BUSINESS PAINS ASSOCIATED WITH OMNI-CHANNEL-STORE
EXECUTION: STARK DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RETAILERS,
BRANDS AND THIRD PARTY SERVICE COMPANIES
Lack of in-store execution visibility, inadequate labor plans and/or labor availability to address increased
Omni-channel store tasks are some of the workforce-related challenges that retailers are struggling with
today. This means most stores, brands and third party service providers are unable to carry out standard
point-of-interaction with consumers, store trade promotions and buy one get one free offers in isolation.
These elements are critical in order to continuously increase sales and operations effectiveness in the store.
Specifically, retailers will need to adjust the traditional top-down labor plans to top-down plans that consider
Omni-channel revenue goals and other store execution complexities. Such labor management plans must
focus on new tasks or re-allocate hours for Omni-channel transaction and fulfillment needs.
Although collaboration offers many benefits to retailers and their external partners, too often their joint
initiatives don’t work out. Broad-based strategic collaboration remains a rarity, and most retailers still do not
consider building collaborative value within core store labor or employee management activity.
In terms of the time spent on various in-store tasks by these representatives, there is a huge difference
between the experience of retailers and brands and/or third party companies. An overwhelming 100% of
third party companies/brands believe that their representatives spend just the right amount of time on
checking product displays/demos, selling and product sampling, while close to a third of retailers believe
they spend too much time on operational tasks and too little time on sales.

Key tasks third party representatives perform while visiting stores:
Checking
product
display/demo

Checking and
replacing
signage

Performing
planogram
changes

Checking and
replenishing
inventory

91%

82%

64%

64%

Source: EKN Next Gen Retail Employee Engagement & Empowerment Survey, 2015

The difference in opinion is also stark when it comes to tasks such as training store associates and helping
customers. 9 in 10 brands and third party companies believe that their representatives spend just the right
amount of time, while close to only 4 in 10 retailers believe they spend too little. Retailers and brands need
a greater degree of alignment that enables better employ utilization in all channels.

8
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Business Pains Associated With Omni-Channel-Store Execution: Stark Differences Between Retailers, Brands And Third Party Service Companies

Time spent by third party vendor/supplier representatives in stores
Retailers

Brands & Third Party Service Providers

Check product display/
demo

12%

0%

73%

100%

15%

0%

Check and replenish
inventory

5%

22%

77%

56%

18%

22%

Selling and product
sampling

3%

0%

66%

100%

32%

0%

Perform planogram and
signage changes

13%

33%

60%

56%

28%

11%

Train store associates

15%

11%

44%

89%

41%

0%

Help store customers

3%

11%

63%

89%

35%

0%

Spend too little

Spent just right

Spend too much

Source: EKN Next Gen Retail Employee Engagement & Empowerment Survey, 2015

C

ASE STUDY:

In 2013, Samsung launched 1400 “Samsung Experience” mini stores inside Best Buys across the country. The
kiosks have been an opportunity for Samsung to showcase their products and allow customers to have a
hands on experience with their products while increasing their brand awareness. It has put its own “Samsung
Experience Consultants” in the stores, who work hand-in-hand with Best Buy employees to help with the
sales process. In 2014, Samsung expanded their mini stores in Best Buys in Canada and across Europe.
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BUSINESS PAINS MAKE WAY FOR STRATEGIC DRIVERS &
CAPABILITY IMPROVEMENTS
Business challenges related to employee management
Retailers

48%

Pressure to increase sales

34%

Lack of training infrastructure

30%

High labor turnover

Third party companies
High labor turnover

50%

Pressure to comply with strict
labor laws and regulations

33%

High labor expenses

28%

v/s

Source: EKN Next Gen Retail Employee Engagement & Empowerment Survey, 2015

For retailers the topmost challenges related to employee management include pressure to increase sales
(48%), lack of training infrastructure (34%) and high labor turnover (30%). While for third party companies/
brands they are high labor turnover (50%), pressure to comply with strict labor laws and regulations (33%)
and high labor expenses (28%). Although retailers, brands and third parties are operating on the same
playing field, they have different challenges when it comes to managing labor.
A similar contrast emerged in terms of strategic drivers for their employee engagement strategy. While
employers across the retail ecosystem are seemingly aligned in their effort to maximize store efficiencies,
the different entities have contrasting priorities. For retailers the topmost driver is to increase sales (60%),
while for third party companies and brands it is improving merchandising and in-stock (56%).
Negotiations over price or activity-based costs, promotional support and marketing budgets are common
between retailers and third party service providers and brands, however store labor management and
allocation is emerging as an area of balanced collaboration. Many aspects of store labor models will need
to evolve to make way for increased flow of Omni-channel commerce activities and variable demand.
Traditional store sales and operations are now being impacted by factors that no longer reside within the
retailer’s span of control. By partnering creatively with brands and third party labor suppliers, retailers can
maximize customer satisfaction and simultaneously improve the efficiency of non-sales and sales-related
task execution.
Increasing focus on dynamic customer service/sales/guided selling and localized merchandising are the
key drivers for developing a collaborative labor model. As retailing evolves from being product-centric to
becoming customer-centric, creating highly localized and personalized experiences as well as assortments
based on micro customer segments will be needed to meet the needs of specific stores and other digital
sales channels. According to EKN’s 2nd Annual Omni-channel Merchandising Strategies study, creating
tailored, specific, precise merchandise assortments was the strategic focus for a third of the retailers in
2014. With localized merchandising comes deeper personalization of sales and marketing programs at the
store-level. 6 out of 10 retailers who have the ability to send personalized content to customers based on
their location report positive ROI from this effort8.
Third party service companies and brands can often improve their performance when retailers proactively
share key information. For instance, information on consumer traffic patterns and dwell time within aisles
helps third party service companies and brands execute selling and sampling strategies. These companies
can also adjust product displays, in-store personalized marketing and in-store merchandising to better serve
consumers, retailers and their own interests.
8

EKN-AT&T Customer Engagement and Experience Technologies in Retail Survey, 2015
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WHY EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT AND WHY NOW?
6 in 10 retailers are moderately or slightly satisfied with their current
labor hour models. Store or field employees spend only a third of
their time on customer sales and service, while a majority of the time
is spent on operational tasks such as merchandising and inventory
management, back room functions, administrative tasks and support
& maintenance among other operational tasks.
One exception to this trend is seen in consumer electronics and home
improvement segments, where employees tend to spend nearly half
(44%) of their time on customer service and sales. This is a positive
trend but there is room to improve further. Despite the compelling
positive correlation between higher employee engagement leading
to increased sales and customer satisfaction many companies neglect
this key area.

Distribution of In-store Labor Hours

30%

Customer
sales/service

70%

Merchandising/
Operational Tasks

Source: EKN Next Gen Retail Employee Engagement &
Empowerment Survey, 2015

As highlighted earlier in the report, sales improvement, high labor turnover and lack of training infrastructure
are the key business challenges that retailers believe are hampering employee engagement. High labor
turnover is a double-edged sword. On the one hand, it indicates an improving macro-economic condition,
while on the other it poses a significant challenge for retailers who need to devote more time and resources
on retention, training and recruiting.
Training employees is as important as retaining them - particularly at
the store level. As stores move from a destination of commerce to a
hub of Omni-channel customer engagement, store processes need
to be re-engineered to successfully execute on the “One-Retail” or
Omni-channel vision. The two biggest areas of process reengineering
will be Omni-channel fulfillment and workforce training.
•

Retailers such as Lowe’s, Office Max, Home Depot, Wal-Mart and
Jiffy Lube, and Quick Service Restaurant (QSR) chains such as
Starbucks and McDonald’s are developing in-house training and
certification programs to sharpen their managers’ business and
leadership skills with an added bonus: training and certification
programs often qualify for college credit and job growth.
Managers and prospective managers taking part in a weeklong
training program at McDonald’s can earn up to 23 credits towards
an associate’s or bachelor’s degree at their Hamburger University.
Starbucks’ Barista Basics and Barista 101 programs qualify for
credits at the City University of Seattle.

As stores move from a destination
of commerce to a hub of
Omni-channel customer
engagement, store processes need
to be re-engineered especially in
the areas related to Omni-channel
fulfillment and workforce
training
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Employee engagement leads to great customer experience and superior
business results. The biggest implication for retailers in this cause and
effect relationship relates to an age-old business benefit: Happy customers
purchase more than unhappy customers. With customers being at the heart
of retailers’ each and every business strategy, the effective engagement
of employees has become an increasingly vital requirement to maintain
exemplary customer service levels and maximize sales.
•

US millennials would spend

31.5%

This reflects in our survey results as well - increasing sales (55%),
improving customer engagement (45%), and consistency of customer
experience across the chain (34%) emerged as the top 3 strategic
drivers of retailers’ employee engagement strategy. The figure below
shows that employee engagement has a direct, positive effect on
customer satisfaction for two dozen of the top global retail brands.
Satisfaction is scored on a 100-point scale where 80 is considered the
threshold for excellence at which an organization meets and exceeds
employee or customer expectations9.

more with a retailer
if they have a great shopping
experience
Source: EKN US Millennial Shopping Preferences
Survey, 2014

85

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

Barnes & Noble

Ann Taylor
Victoria’s
V
ict
Secret

80

75

70

20

Source: The Answers™ American Employee Study

9

Abercrombie & Fitch

Macy’s
GAP

40

60

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

Answers™ Experience Index (AXI): 2014 U.S. and The Answers™ American Employee Study

80

100
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Retailers’ employee engagement initiatives in 2015 are focused on introducing better training and
development (57%), better alignment of schedules with workforce skills and customer needs (40%), adding
assisted guided selling tools10 (39%), and automating and standardizing the overall workforce management
processes (33%). Guided selling tools are rated to have the maximum transformational impact on the future
of the stores, and while 1 in 2 retailers have already integrated guided or assisted selling tools into store or
channel sales, customer service and operational processes11, close to a third will deploy this capability over
the next 24 months12.
Making all retail labor, not just store associates, feel valued and striving to
build genuine relationships with them can help reduce staff turnover and
build loyalty amongst employees. When asked to state the possible impact
of engaged and empowered sales associates, retailers indicate an average
16.5% improvement in KPIs related to sales, customer engagement and
customer satisfaction. This requires effective employee engagement
and management, which has traditionally been done internally by
retailers without any coordination with external partners. However, in
the new Omni-channel retail environment, when external and internal
collaboration and coordination is a must, labor (fixed and contingency)
allocation and associate task empowerment also need to be balanced and
collaborative in nature.

Retailers reported 16.5%
y-o-y improvement in KPIs
related to sales, customer
engagement and customer
satisfaction as a result of
engaged & empowered sales
associates

Leading initiatives being considered for employee management improvements in 2015

57%
Introduce better
training and
development

40%
Better alignment
of schedules with
workforce skills and
customer needs

39%
Add assisted
customer selling
tools or guided
selling tools to help
service customers

33%
Automate and
standardize overall
workforce
management
processes

Source: EKN Next Gen Retail Employee Engagement & Empowerment Survey, 2015

Guided selling tools (including tablet or mobile devices) help store associates access customer information, inventory data, product informa
tion, personalized recommendation etc. to help create personalized experience for customers and help potential buyers of products or
services to choose the product best fulfilling their needs.
11
EKN 2nd Annual Future of Stores study, 2014
12
EKN Next Gen Employee engagement and empowerment survey, 2015
10
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COLLABORATING ON BUILDING BUSINESS PROCESS AND
TECHNOLOGY CAPABILITIES
Internal and external shared visibility of business processes and data democratization is the foundation
for future success in retail. The business process capabilities for store employee engagement must reflect
the aforementioned strategic drivers. The key store/field employee engagement-related capabilities that
retailers have currently deployed include scheduling based on seasonal and non-seasonal employee task
needs and customer traffic (48%), integrated guided or assisted selling tools (47%), frequent training to
associates on new customer service and productivity tools (47%), and self-service workforce management
tools (46%). For all or most of these capabilities, retailers can strategically leverage brand representatives
and third party teams to enable both parties to focus on what each does best.
To better collaborate on Omni-channel sales and marketing programs in stores, retailers and brands can
dynamically coordinate field campaigns with retail HQ (marketing, merchandising, customer service etc.)
and store field marketing/management using B2B web collaboration tools. The brand and third party
representatives can communicate with retail HQ, stores and other partners via a real-time messaging or a
social communication or mobile messaging platform to dynamically change task assignment and re-assign
store visit schedules depending on store cluster needs and customer traffic trends.
For all of the above to take place, retailers and their partners need to automate scheduling, training, task
management and other field employee functions on all devices (PC, mobile etc.). Dynamic cloud-based
automation of store or field marketing and merchandising campaigns is as critical; so that retailers, brands
and third parties can share data on programs when needed (before, during and after the campaign).

Key workforce empowerment and engagement capabilities currently deployed by retailers

46%

Self-service workforce
management tools

48%
Scheduling based on seasonal
and non-seasonal employee
task needs and customer traffic

Source: EKN Next Gen Retail Employee Engagement & Empowerment Survey, 2015

47%
Providing associates with
frequent training on new
customer service and productivity
tools to serve customers better

47%
Integrating guided or assisted
selling tools into store or channel
sales, customer service and
operational processes
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CONCLUSION:
Historically, retailers and brands and third party service providers have been unable to create a holistic
and truly collaborative relationship. Their limited collaborative efforts have so far focused on areas such as
transaction data, in-store merchandising and replenishment. Despite the best intentions of all three parties,
the primary reason why their collaborative labor model efforts did not work out in the past was the limited
value retailers saw in collaborating with brands and third party service providers.
This has changed (to an extent) in recent times, driven by shrinking margins, changing customer and
business needs and a rising Omni-channel retail environment. Retailers, brands and third party companies
can deliver Omni-channel success in the store via collaborated labor management and allocation based on
seasonality and traffic as well as deeper employee engagement via guided selling.
There is one possible way of achieving this balance between selling and non-selling employee tasks. Both
brands and retailers need to re-calibrate their labor task expenditure, allocation and return on labor
investment by store. Alignment of shared labor or complimentary tasks between retailers and their brand
partners especially as it relates to sales and employee training should be prioritized in stores. It is vital to
re-calibrate retailer-operated labor and brand-operated or third party labor in stores where customer
satisfaction is lower than the average of 60% and net promoter scores (NPS) are below 5 on a scale of 1 to
10. This is an example where collaboration can start to take effect and could be mutually beneficial if there
is room for trust and adjustments to the respective labor models.
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Recommendation

RECOMMENDATION:
01

02

03

04

Re-assess store labor models by type of labor tasks, time utilization, overall sales and customer engagement effectiveness by taking Omni-channel customer service needs into consideration in areas such as:
offers and promotions, order management, fulfillment, returns etc.

Introduce rapid collaboration strategies using supplier workshops, social collaboration and mobile B2B
collaboration tools for real-time messaging, field campaign updates and exception management

Top brands, retailers and other partners must share innovative ideas and best practices related to engaging with a customer during the shopping journey to improve in-store guided selling process

Conduct an audit of store location sales, service and operations management for task optimization by
time of day, type of promotion and seasonality. This step can help identify the opportunity gaps for
identifying the disconnect between operations and sales/customer service focus in the store

05

Adopt a shared and balanced sales, services and operations labor model in the store and coordinate peak
and non-peak time task and sales goals with brand representatives and third parties

06

Assign a store execution monitoring system using video, RFID, Wi-Fi, infrared, Bluetooth and beacon data.
Focus on key tasks such as all point of customer interaction in the store, shelf-level sales engagement
customer wait-time, shelf dwell time, planogram compliance, in-stock category management, foot traffic,
among other measurements

07

Share customer satisfaction, sales/customer service, employee engagement and merchandising task data
with brands and third party service providers

08

Create a stronger partnership with brands and third party companies. Retailers must consider setting up
retailer-partner relationship via a activity based accounting but also set up relationships based on sales,
customer satisfaction, training and in-stock performance score cards

09

Pursue dynamic coordination of field marketing, sales and merchandising campaigns between retail HQ
(marketing, merchandising, customer service etc.) brands and store field marketing/management. Use
B2B web collaboration tools to change task assignment and re-assign store visit schedules depending on
store cluster needs and customer traffic trends in real-time
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